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BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of February 28, 1959) 
By expressing the Jacobi polynomials Plcm.n>(x) in terms of hyper-
geometric functions we easily see that there is a close relation between 
these polynomials and the generalized Legendre associated functions 
J>T·"(z) provided the parameters k, -m, n and z satisfy certain conditions. 
In [I] (p. I70, I0.8(I6)) the Jacobi polynomial P!cm,n>(x) (k is a non-
negative integer and x is a real variable between - I and I) is expressed 
in four different ways as a multiple of a hypergeometric function. Each 
of these expressions can easily be transformed into the other ones by 
means of a linear transformation. For the sake of convenience we use here 
In [2], p. 439, l\IEULENBELD and the author defined generalized 
Legendres J>T·"(z) for general values (real or complex) of the parameters 
in terms of (Pochhammer's) integrals, and they transformed these integrals 
into hypergeometric functions. Assumptions on the parameters k, -m, n 
and z gave rise to further transformations. For example, if -m is a non-
negative integer, then J>r·"(z) (see [2], (I2)) is equal to 
(-1)m r(k+m~n+l) r(-k+m~n) 
:=-'-.:;;--'-:-::-:- · - - - .• (z+ I)n/2 (z-I)m/2. 
(2) 2mF(m+1) r(k- m;n + t) r(-k- m;fl) 
F( k m+n . m+n 1-z) • - _c. - 2-, k-t- - 2- +I; -m+ I; --"2 , 
and by limiting z to the crosscut (-I, I) we find (see [3], (6)) 
(3) 
(1 +x)n/2(1-x)m/2 r( k+ m~n +1) r( -k+ m~n) 
P~·" (x) = · - - - · 
2mF(m+1) r(k-m;n + 1) r( -k-m;n) 
( k m+n m+n 1-a·) ·F- +-2-,k+-2-+I;-m+I;-2-. 
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If k m+n . t' . t h h h . f . -~IS a non-nega 1ve m eger t en t e ypergeometr1c unctiOn 
in (3) is a polynomial. Hence, if k, m and k- m~n are non-negative 
integers, the relation between pkm.n>(x) and ~·n(x) (-I <X< 1) mentioned 
above is 
(4) p<m,nl ( ) -2m F(k+n+ 1) (I+ )-n/2(1 )-m/2 pm.n ( ) k X - F(k+m+n+1) X -X k+<m+nl/2 X. 
The aim of the present paper is to derive some integral theorems 
concerning Legendre functions by means of ( 4) and of known integral 
transforms of Jacobi polynomials. A list of these transforms can be found 
in [4], 16.4.(I), ... , (20). For the sake of brevity we denote these formulas 
by E(1), ... , E(20). Calculations are omitted. 
E(1) yields (Re a> -1) 
1 f (1-x)m/2(1+x)" Pr·n(x) dx = 
-1 
(5) r( k+ m;n +1) r( k+ mtn +1) r(a+ ~ +1) r( a-i +1) 2"+(n/2l+1. "' _ , 
r(k- m;n +1) r(k-m~n +1) r( -k+a+~ +1) r(k+a+~ +1) 
Remarks 
1. E(1) is not quite correct. 'rhe denominator of the fraction on the 
right should be multiplied by n! 
2. If in (5) we set m=n, we get a formula concerning the associated 
Legendre function, and m = n = 0 gives a result on the Legendre function. 
These formulas are denoted by (5a) and (5b) respectively. So we have 
~ j (1- x)ml' (I +•)"l'l' (x) dx -
·. F(k+m+1) r(a+~ +1) r(a-~ +1) ) 2"+<mi2J+1 (Rea> - 1) 
\ F(k-m+1)r(---k+a+~+1) r(k+a+~+2) 
(5a) 
1 
(5b) I " _ 2"+1{F(a+1)}2 (1 +x) Pk(x) dx- F(a-k+1) F(a+k+ 2) (Rea>- 1). 
-1 
Formula (5b) is wellknown. See [4], 18.1(15). A relation similar to (5a) 
can be found in [5] but the result there is not correct. 
E(2) gives (Re e>-1) 
(6) 
1 J (1-x)e (1 +x)n/2 Pr·n(x) dx = 
-l 
2e-<ml2>+n+l r(e+~ +I) r(k -e- i) r(k+~ + 1) 
r(k-m~n ..;.1) r( --e+ ~) r( k+e + i +2) 
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(6a) 
\ _{ ( l- x)e (1 + x)m/2 Pr·"(x) dx = . . 
) = 2e+(mi2l+1 F(k+m+l)r(l2+~ +1) r(k-12-~) 
~ F(k-m+1)r( -12+~)r(k+12+i+2) 
(6b) 1 e _ 2e+1F(e+1) F(k-12) J(l-x) Pk(x)dx- F(- )F(k+ +2) 
-1 12 12 
Remarks 
l. ( 6b) is essentially the same as ( 5b): transform ( 5b) by x ~ - x. 
2. Both (5) (with a=, i) and (6) (with e= i) imply 
1 
(6c) f (l-x)m!2(l+x)ni2Pr·"(x) dx = 0 (k = m+ l, m+2, ... ). 
-1 
1 
(6d) f (l-x2)m/2 Pr (x) dx = 0 (k = m+l, m+2, ... ). 
-1 
1 
(6e) I (l-x)m/2 (l +x)n/2 P'!!.·" (x) dx = 2"+ 1 F(m+1) F(m+n+1) <m+nl/2 F(m+n+2) ' 
-1 
From E(3) follows (Re e. Re a> -l) 
1 f (l-x)e (1 +x)a Pr·" (x) dx = 
-1 
(7) 
2e+a-(m-n/2l+l r( 12+~ +1) r(cr+ i +1) r(k+~ +1) r(lc+T +1) 
r(12+u+ m;n +2) r(k- m;-n +1) r(k- mtn +1) F(m+1) 
( m+n m+n m m+n ) 
·aF2 -k+-2-,k+-2-+l, e+ 2 +l;m+l,e+a+-2-+2;L. 
Remarks 
l. Now ln (7) set a=~. Then, by Saalschiitz's theorem, the generalized 
hypergeometric function on the right of (7) can be replaced by (according 
to [1], 4.4(3)) 
r(k- m;-n +1) r(e-~ +1) F(m+1) r(e+i +n+2) 
( -l)k-(m+n)/2 ·'---,--------,-
r(n+1) r( -k+12+~ +1) r(tc+ m;n +1) r(k+12+i +2)' 
and it can easily be seen that in this case (7) reduces to (6). 
2. If in (7) we set e= i, then the generalized hypergeometric ex-
pression reduces to 
F( m+n m+n n ) 
-k+ - 2-, k+ - 2- + l; a+m+ 2 +2; l , 
and (7) reduces to (5). 
li5l 
3. To the right hand side of [4], 16.4(3) the factor F(n+a+ I)· 
· [F(n+ I)F(a+ I)]-1 should be added. 
Furthermore we have (Re e> -1, Re a> -1) 
j 1 2e+a+Ir2(e+i+I)r(k+m+I) f( I-x)e(l+x)aP'!:(x)dx= · (7a) k T(e+a+m+2) T(k+I) T(m+I) 
1 -l . 3F 2 ( -k+m, k+m+1, e+~+1; m+I, e+a+m+2; I) l )11 (I-x)e(l+x)a Pk(x) dx = (7b) 2e+a+l T(e+I) T(a+1) F k k . . T(e+a+ 2) s 2(-, +I,e+I,I,e+a+2,l). 
Remarks 
I. Set in (7a) e=a=A.-I, then by using Watson's theorem on the 
hypergeometric expression aF2(a, b, c; !(a+b+ l), 2c; I) ([6], 4.4(6)) we 
find l l 2knl r(!.+~) r(1.-~) T(tk+tm+tl (7c) J ( 1 - x2)A-l P'!:(x) dx = -----'---'---'--..;___ ____ _ 
_ 1 k T(k+ 1) T( -tk+!m+t) T(l.+tk+t) T(!.-ik). 
(The result mentioned in [4] I8.I(I6) is incorrect). 
2. Formula (7b) with a= 0 yields 
1 f 2e+l F2(e+ 1) (I-x)ePk(x) dx = T(e-k+I) T(k+e+2)" 
-1 
From E(4) (the argument of the hypergeometric function should be: 
-
2
-) we derive (Re n > - I) 1-z 
1 f (z-x)-1 (I-x)m/2(1 +x)n/2 Pr·" (x) dx = 
-1 
(8) 2k- (m-nl/2+ 1 r(k+T+I) r(k+~+1) 
(z _ 1 )k- <m+nl/2+1 T(2k+2) 
( m+n m-n 2 ) 
· F k- - 2- +I, k+ - 2- +I; 2k+2; 1_z l f(z-x)-1(1-x2)mf2.P}:'(x)dx= (8a) - 1 2lc+l T(k+1) T(k+m+ 1) ( . 1 • 2 ) (z-l)k-m+l. T(2k+ 2) ·F k-m+I,k+l,2k.,-2, 1_z l Jl Pk(X) - 2lc+l { T(k+ 1) }2 F(k I • • 2 ) (8b) _1 z-xdx-(z-l)k+l T(2k+2) .,-l,k+I, 2k+ 2 , 1-z 
= 2Qk (z) 
(z not on the real axis from 1 to -oo). 
152 
Remark. (8a) can be written in the form l J1, (z -- x)-1 (l-x2)tn/2 pm (x) dx = 2e"im Q-m (z) . (z2-l)ml2 . F(k+m+ 1) (8c) k k F(k-m+1) -1 
=2m+ I e-nim (z2-I)m/2 QJ:(z). 
and this (probably new) formula reduces if m = 0 to the wellknown (8b ). 
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